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Abstract

Object-oriented database (OODB) users bring with them large quantities of legacy data (megabytes
and even gigabytes). In addition, scienti c OODB users continually generate new data. All this data must
be loaded into the OODB. Every relational database system has a load utility, but most OODBs do not.
The process of loading data into an OODB is complicated by inter-object references, or relationships, in
the data. These relationships are expressed in the OODB as object identi ers, which are not known at the
time the load data is generated; they may contain cycles; and there may be implicit system-maintained
inverse relationships that must also be stored.
We introduce seven algorithms for loading data into an OODB that examine di erent techniques
for dealing with circular and inverse relationships. We present a performance study based on both an
analytic model and an implementation of all seven algorithms on top of the Shore object repository. Our
study demonstrates that it is important to choose a load algorithm carefully; in some cases the best
algorithm achieved an improvement of one to two orders of magnitude over the naive algorithm.

1 Introduction
As object-oriented databases (OODB) attract more and more users, the problem of loading the users' data
into the OODB becomes more and more important. The current methods of loading, i.e., insert statements in
a data manipulation language, or new statements in a database programming language, are more appropriate
for loading tens and hundreds of objects than tens and hundreds of megabytes of objects. Yet users want to
load megabytes and even gigabytes of data:

 Users bring legacy data from relational and hierarchical databases (that is better suited to an OODB).
 Users with data already in an OODB sometimes need to dump and reload that data, into either the
same or another OODB. The most common need for dumping and loading arises when a particular
database must be reclustered for performance reasons. If the database uses physical object identi ers
(OIDs), there may be no good way to recluster the objects online, but if the objects are dumped
to a data le in the order in which they should be clustered, it is simple to recluster them properly
 This work supported in part by NSF grant IRI-9157357 and by the Advanced Research Project Agency, ARPA order
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while reloading. Data must also be dumped and reloaded if the user is switching OODB products, or
transferring a large quantity of data across a great distance, e.g., on tape.

 Scientists are starting to use OODB to store their experimental data. Scienti c applications generate
a large volume of data with many complex associations in the information structure [Sho93]. It is not
uncommon for a single experiment to have input and output parameters that number in the hundreds
and thousands, and must be loaded into the OODB for each experiment. As an example, the climate
modeling project at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has a very complex schema and generates
single data points in the range of 20 to 150 Megabytes; a single data set typically contains 1 to 20
Gigabytes of data [DLP+ 93].
Relational database systems provide a load utility to bypass the individual language statements; OODB
need a similar facility. Users are currently spending too much time and e ort just loading the data they want
to examine. For example, Cushing reports that loading the experimental data was the most time-consuming
part of analyzing a set of computational chemistry experiments [CMR92]. In addition, we know of another
commercial OODB customer who currently spends 36 hours loading a single set of new data every month.
A load utility takes a description of all the data to be created, usually in text format, and loads the
corresponding objects into the database. Additionally, a load utility can group certain operations, such as
integrity checks, to dramatically reduce their cost for the load [Moh93a]. Although a load utility is common
in relational databases, we are aware of only one OODB load utility, in Objectivity/DB [Obj92], and it is
limited in that it can only load data that already contains system-speci c OIDs.
Loading object-oriented data is complicated by the presence of relationships among the objects; these
relationships prevent simply the use of a relational load utility for an OODB.

 In a relational database, all data stored in a tuple is either a string or a number. Tuples use foreign
keys, which are part of the user data, to reference other tuples. Objects use relationships to reference
each other by their OIDs. These OIDs are created and maintained by the database and are usually not
visible to the user. Furthermore, these OIDs are not available at all when the load le is written, because
the corresponding objects have not yet been created. Relationships must therefore be represented by
some other means in the load le. We call this representation a surrogate identi er.

 Relationships may be circular. That is, an object A may refer to an object B which refers back to
object A, either directly or via a chain of relationships. Therefore, the load utility must be able to
resolve surrogate identi ers to objects that have not yet been created when the surrogate is rst seen.
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 Inverse relationships, sometimes called bidirectional relationships, are relationships that are maintained
in both directions, so that an update to one direction of the relationship causes an update to the other.
Many OODB support system-maintained inverse relationships [Obj92, Ont92, Ver93, OHMS92, WI93],
and they are part of the ODMG standard [Cat93]. As an example, suppose that object A has an inverse
relationship with object B. Then when B's OID is stored in A, A's OID should be stored in B. The most
obvious way to maintain inverse relationships | and the only way if each object is created separately,
as by insert or new | is to update each inverse object immediately after realizing that the update
is needed, e.g, updating B immediately after creating A. There are two reasons why this method is
not always appropriate: rst, object B may not have been created yet; second, this approach leads to
performance several orders of magnitude worse than is possible using a di erent approach.
We examine several techniques for dealing with circular and inverse relationships in our loading algorithms. We evaluate the performance of these algorithms with an analytic model and an implementation on
top of the Shore object repository [CDF+ 94]. We use the analytic model to explore a wide range of load
le and system con gurations. The implementation not only validates our analytic model, the performance
of the algorithms also highlights several key advantages and disadvantages of using logical object identi ers.
Furthermore, our performance results show that one algorithm almost always outperforms all the others.
We know of no other work involving loading data into an OODB. There are several published methods
for mapping complex data structures to an ASCII or binary le, and then reading it back in again, including
Snodgrass's Interface Description Language [Sno89], Pkl [Nel91] for Modula3 data, and Vegdahl's method
for Smalltalk images [Veg86]. However, these methods do not address the problem of loading more data than
can t into virtual memory, and also ignore the performance issues that arise when the data to be loaded
ts in virtual but not physical memory.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present the loading algorithms in Section 2. In
Section 3 we describe the analytic cost model. Section 4 describes the parameters of the loading algorithms
that we varied in our studies and in Section 5 we discuss the performance results obtained from the analytic
model. Section 6 describes our implementation and experimental results on top of Shore. We conclude and
outline our future work plan in Section 7.

2 Loading Algorithms
We present seven algorithms for loading the database from data stored in a text le. In all the algorithms, we
read the le and create the objects described in it. The algorithms di er in the way they handle relationships
between objects and in when they create system-maintained inverse relationships.
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2.1 Example database schema
class Experiment f
attribute char scientist[16];
relationship Input input
inverse Input::expts;
relationship Output output
inverse Output::expt;
g;
class Input f
attribute double temperature;
attribute integer humidity;
relationship Set Experiment
expts
inverse Experiment::input;
g;

<

>

class Output f
attribute double plant growth;
relationship Experiment expt
inverse Experiment::output;
g;

Figure 1: Experiment schema de nition in ODL.
We use an example schema, which describes the data for a simpli ed soil science experiment, to illustrate
our algorithms. In this schema, each Experiment object has a many-to-one relationship with an Input object
and a one-to-one relationship with an Output object. Figure 1 de nes the schema in the Object De nition
Language proposed by ODMG [Cat93].

2.2 Data le description
Input(temperature, humidity) f
101: 27.2, 14;
102: 14.8, 87;
103: 21.5, 66;

g

Experiment(scientist, input, output) f
1: ``Lisa'', 101, 201;
2: ``Alex'', 103, 202;
3: ``Alex'', 101, 203;

g

Output(plant growth) f
201: 2.1;
202: 1.75;
203: 2.0;

g

Figure 2: Sample data le for the Experiment schema.
The data le is an ASCII text le describing the objects to be loaded1. We illustrate the data le format
1

Loading from binary data les would be similar. We chose to use ASCII les because they are transferrable across di erent
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in Figure 2. Although we developed it for the Moose data model [WI93], it ts a generic OO data model.
Furthermore, any existing data le can be converted easily by a simple script to this format. Such conversions
will be important for loading pre-existing data, such as the data many scientists have previously kept in at
les.
Within the data le, objects are grouped together by class, although the classes may appear in any order
and a given class may appear more than once. Each class is described by its name and relationships. If a
relationship of the class is not speci ed, then objects get a null value for that relationship. Next, each object
in the class is described by a surrogate identi er and a list of its values. In this example, all the surrogates
are integers, and they are unique in the data le. In general, however, the surrogates may be strings or
numbers; if the class has a key they may even be part of the object's data [PG88]. The values for a collection
relationship are listed inside curly brackets.
Whenever one object references another object, the data le entry for the referencing object contains the
surrogate for the referenced object. The process of loading includes translating all the surrogates into the
OIDs that the database assigns to the corresponding objects. To reference objects already in the database,
surrogates may be assigned to them by using queries (either before the load or inside the load data le) to
individually select the objects; in this study, we do not consider references to existing objects.

2.3 Mapping surrogates to OIDs
Surrogate
101
102
103
1
2
3
201
202
203

OID
OID1
OID2
OID3
OID4
OID5
OID6
OID7
OID8
OID9

Figure 3: Id table built by the load algorithms.
All the algorithms use an id table to map surrogates to the database's OIDs. As each object is created,
its surrogate and OID are entered into the id table. The OID can subsequently be retrieved from the id
table by using its surrogate as a key. Table 3 shows the id table built for the Experiment data le.
hardware platforms and are easy for the user to examine.
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2.4 Creating relationships from surrogates
For each relationship from an object A to another object B, the data le contains the surrogate of B in the
description of A. At some point during the load, the load utility must store the OID of B inside object A.
We present three techniques for converting that surrogate to an OID and storing it in A.
The rst technique we call two-pass, because the data le is read twice. On the rst pass, the objects
are created without data inside them and their surrogates and OIDs are entered into the id table. On the
second pass, we reread the data le and store the data in the objects. Since all the objects have already
been created, we are guaranteed to nd all surrogates in the id table.
OID for
Surrogate for Update
object to update OID to store o set
OID4
201
24
OID5
202
24
OID6
203
24

Figure 4: Todo list built by the resolve-early algorithms.
The second technique, called resolve-early, employs a todo list. The data le is read only once, and we
try to resolve all the surrogates to OIDs at that time. Surrogates that refer to objects described further
down in the le, however, cannot be resolved immediately. These surrogates are placed on a todo list of
updates to do later. Each todo list entry contains the OID of the object to be updated, the surrogate for
the OID to store in the object, and the o set at which to store the relationship. Figure 4 contains the todo
list created for the Experiment data le in by the resolve-early algorithms. The todo list is read and the
updates performed after the entire data le has been read.
The third technique we call assign-early. Like in resolve-early, in assign-early we try to resolve all
surrogates on the rst and only pass through the data le. Unlike in resolve-early, when we encounter a
surrogate for an as-yet-uncreated object, we pre-assign the OID. Pre-assigning the OID involves requesting
an unused OID from the database without creating the corresponding object on disk. This is only possible
with logical OIDs. We believe that any OODB that provides logical OIDs can also provide pre-assignment
of OIDs; we know it is possible at the bu er manager level in GemStone [Mai94] and in Ontos, as well as in
Shore.

2.5 Creating inverse relationships
Whenever we nd a relationship from object A to object B that has an inverse, we know we need to store
the inverse relationship, i.e., store the OID for A in object B. We present two methods of performing inverse
6

updates.
In the immediate inverse update algorithms, we update the inverse object as soon as we discover the
relationship. We note that since surrogates may refer to objects not yet created, this technique only applies
to the second pass of two-pass algorithms.
Surrogate for
Update
object to update OID to store o set
101
OID4
12
201
OID4
8
103
OID5
12
202
OID5
8
101
OID6
12
203
OID6
8

Figure 5: Inverse todo list built by the inverse-sort algorithms.
In the inverse sort algorithms, we make an entry on an inverse todo list. Inverse todo entries contain the
surrogate for the object to update, the OID to ll in, and an o set. The inverse todo list created for the
Experiment data le is shown in Figure 5.
After reading the data le, we process the inverse todo list. The order of the entries is unrelated to the
physical order of the objects to update. To avoid a large number of random disk reads, we rst sort the
inverse todo list so that the order of the entries corresponds to their objects' creation order in the database,
which roughly corresponds to their physical order.2 For the two-pass and resolve-early algorithms, OIDs
are assigned sequentially as objects are created; therefore, the OID is the sorting key. For the assign-early
algorithms, we use a creation order counter, store each object's order in its id table entry, and use the
creation order as the sorting key. The creation order is chosen, instead of the actual physical order, because
it matches the order of the objects seen when reading the data le a second time in two-pass algorithms and
it matches the order of the todo entries in resolve-early algorithms.
Sorting is done in two phases. First, for each inverse todo list entry, we look up the OID (and creation
order) of the object to be updated in the id table and add it to the entry. In this phase we read the inverse
todo list in chunks and create sorted runs of 64 Kb. In the second phase, we merge the sorted runs. On the
nal merge pass, we perform all the updates, touching each page of the database at most once. Figure 6
shows the inverse todo list from Figure 5 after sorting.
Integrity checking is very similar to processing inverse updates. Doing integrity checks during the course
of the load corresponds to immediate inverse updates, and deferring integrity checking until the end of the
2 We predicted that without sorting the inverse todo list, the performance would be similar to that of the immediate inverse
update algorithms. Since immediate inverse updates had unacceptable performance, we did not implement an unsorted inverse
todo list.
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OID for
Update
object to update OID to store o set
OID1
OID4
12
OID1
OID6
12
OID3
OID5
12
OID7
OID4
8
OID8
OID5
8
OID9
OID6
8

Figure 6: Inverse todo list after converting to OIDs and sorting.
load corresponds to building an inverse todo list and then processing it in a separate phase. For relational
integrity checking, it is known to be faster to load relations when integrity checking is deferred, because the
integrity checks can be reordered to get better sequential I/O [Moh93a].
We note that both of our inverse update techniques ensure the integrity of the inverse relationship, and
could be used for other integrity checks that are not part of an inverse relationship.

2.6 An optimization: clearing the todo lists
Both the todo and the inverse todo list are initially constructed in memory. As each list exceeds the size of
memory allotted to it, that portion of the list is written out to disk. An optimization for processing both
the todo list and the inverse todo list involves checking the entries on each list before writing them to disk,
and clearing (removing) those entries from the list that update objects currently in the bu er pool, as these
updates can be performed with no I/O cost. Note that an entry can be cleared from the todo list only if
the surrogate to store in the object can now be resolved to an OID, that is, if the corresponding object has
been created since the todo entry was written.
Minimally, the todo lists are cleared only when they become full and must be written out to disk.
However, in our implementation, we clear the todo lists at intervals corresponding to a one-quarter turnover
of the contents of the bu er pool and we keep an old and a new todo list. At the end of each interval, we
clear both the old and the new todo list and write the old list out to disk. Therefore, we attempt to clear
each todo entry twice before writing it to disk.
Figure 7 shows the inverse todo list from Figure 5 as it would look after clearing, if the bu er pool
contained three pages (which is half the database). In this example, we were able to clear two entries, or
one-third of the total entries, from the inverse todo list.
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Surrogate for
Update
object to update OID to store o set
201
OID4
8
202
OID5
8
101
OID6
12
203
OID6
8

Figure 7: Inverse todo list after clearing, with a 3 page bu er pool.

2.7 The algorithms
We now present the seven algorithms we studied, which span all the viable combinations of resolving surrogates and handling inverse relationships.

Naive Naive is the simplest algorithm. It is a two-pass algorithm in which inverse relationships are processed
with immediate inverse updates. On the rst pass, it reads the data le, creates all the objects (with
empty contents), and builds the id table. On the second pass, the objects are lled in with the correct
data. Updates for inverse relationships are performed as they are encountered.

Smart-invsort Smart-invsort is also a two-pass algorithm. However, it uses the inverse-sort technique to
process inverse relationships. The inverse todo list is constructed during the rst pass over the data
le, and then sorted before the second pass. During the second pass, the inverse todo updates are read
concurrently with the data le, and each object is updated only once.

Late-invsort Late-invsort is an optimization of smart-invsort that requires logical OIDs. In the rst pass
of smart-invsort, the objects are created simply to obtain their OIDs; they are not lled in until the
second pass. In the rst pass of late-invsort, OIDs are pre-assigned to the objects and the database
is not touched. On the second pass over the data le, the inverse todo updates are merged with the
object creations.

Res-early-invsort Res-early-invsort employs the resolve-early technique for surrogates and inserse-sort for
inverse relationships. It therefore manages both a todo list and an inverse todo list, and merges the
entries from the two lists (after sorting the inverse todo list) during the update phase so that all updates
to an object are performed at once. Note that the todo list does not need to be sorted, since the order
of the entries already corresponds to the creation order of the objects.

Assign-early-invsort Assign-early-invsort combines the assign-early technique for surrogates with inversesort for inverse relationships. It makes one pass over the data le, then sorts the inverse todo list, and
makes one pass over the database to perform the updates dictated by the inverse todo entries.
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Res-clear-invclear Res-clear-invclear is similar to res-early-invsort, except that it employs the clearing
optimization for both the todo and the inverse todo lists.

Assign-early-invclear Assign-early-invclear is similar to assign-early-invsort, except that it uses the clearing optimization for the inverse todo list.

3 Analytic Cost Model
The analytic model measures projected disk I/O costs. We estimated the disk I/O costs to gauge the overall
performance of the algorithms because we felt that loading data is inherently I/O bound: loading primarily
involves reading a data le and creating (and updating) objects in the database.
Reading the data le once and creating the database objects accounts for the minimum number of I/O's
possible in a load. Except for the assign-early algorithms, each algorithm had an additional cost for resolving
surrogates to OIDs, and all the algorithms had additional costs for implementing inverse relationships.
We modeled nearest locality of reference among the objects, which indicates that an object is most likely
to have relationships with objects near it in the data le, and hence in the database. More speci cally, x%
of the relationships from a given object will be to objects within y% of the data le from it. The remaining
(1-x)% will be to random objects. When x and y are 0, there is no locality of reference.
Nearest locality models di erent kinds of complex objects for a data le clustered by complex object. Y
says how much of the data le each complex object spans. X says how many relationships are within a given
complex object, versus between complex objects. If the data le were clustered by some other criterion, or
randomly, there would be no locality.
We now describe the cost formulas used in the analytic model. We present the (much simpler) formulas
for when the id table ts in memory. We used 8 byte OIDs (this is the size used by Shore), so each two-pass
and resolve-early id table entry is 12 bytes; each assign-early id table entry is 16 bytes (including the creation
order); and the clearing algorithms' id table entries have an additional 4 bytes for the page numbers needed
to check if an object is in the bu er pool. The parameters used in the cost of each algorithm are listed in
Table 1.
The cost for each algorithm is now as follows:

naive = 2  Pfile + 3  Pdb + 2  Pimmedupdates
Pimmedupdates = Nobjs  Ninvrel  Pbnotinmem
Smem , Sidtable , (Sdb  y) )]
Pbnotinmem = 1 , [(x  SmemS , Sidtable
)
+
((1
,
x
)

Sdb  (1 , y)
db y
Sidtable = Sidentry  Nobj
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Variable

Meaning
pages in data le
pages in database
size of database (bytes)
size of memory (bytes)
size of an id table entry (bytes)
size of id table (bytes)
pages in todo list
pages in inverse todo list
pages in cleared todo list
pages in cleared inverse todo list
number of objects to load
number of relationships per object
average number of inverse
relationships per object
x
% relnships to nearby objects
y
% database considered nearby
z
% database in bu er pool
Pimmedupdates pages read into memory by immediate
inverse updates
Pbnotinmem probability that a page is not in
memory
Pbnotclr
probability that a todo entry is not
cleared
Pbinvnotclr
probability than an inverse todo
entry is not cleared

Pfile
Pdb
Sdb
Smem
Sidentry
Sidtable
Ptodo
Pinvtodo
Pclrtodo
Pclrinvtodo
Nobjs
Nrel
Ninvrel

Table 1: Parameters of the cost model.
Naive's le cost is for reading the data le twice; the database cost is for creating the database and then
updating (reading and writing) all the objects, one page at a time.
The cost for the immediate inverse updates is more complicated. The number of updates is simply
Nobj  Ninvrel . However, an I/O is only incurred when the updated object is not in the bu er pool. We
calculate a probability that the object is not in the bu er pool based on the locality parameters x and y,
and use that to determine the number of I/Os incurred.

smart , invsort = 2  Pfile + 3  Pdb + 4  Pinvtodo
Pinvtodo = Nobj  Ninvrel
Smart-invsort's inverse todo list cost involves writing the inverse todo list out to disk, reading it back in
and writing out sorted runs, and then reading and merging the runs to produce the sorted list. If the sort
required an extra merge pass, the cost would be 6  Pinvtodo .
The size of the inverse todo list is bounded by the number of inverse relationships per object. Since all
inverse relationships are entered onto the inverse todo list, the size of the inverse todo list is thus the same
as its upper bound.
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late , invsort = 2  Pfile + Pdb + 4  Pinvtodo
The cost for late-invsort is the same as for smart-invsort, except that it does not need to update the
database after creating it.

res , early , invsort = Pfile + 3  Pdb + 2  Ptodo + 4  Pinvtodo
Ptodo = Nobj  Nrel  0:5
Res-early-invsort reads the data le only once. However, it incurs the cost of writing and reading both a
todo list and a inverse todo list. The inverse todo list cost is the same as for smart-invsort. The size of the
todo list is bounded by Nobj  Nrel . However, on average, only half of the references from each object will
be to objects described later on in the data le. We therefore model the size of the todo list as one-half the
potential number of entries.

assign , early , invsort = Pfile + 3  Pdb + 4  Pinvtodo
Assign-early-invsort does not use a todo list, since it pre-assigns OIDs whenever an unresolved surrogate
appears. The inverse todo list cost is the same as for smart-invsort.

res , clear , invclear = Pfile + 3  Pdb + 2  Pclrtodo + 4  Pclrinvtodo
Pclrtodo = Nobj  Nrel  Pbnotcleared
z ))]  0:5
Pbnotcleared = [(x  y ,y z ) + ((1 , x)  ( 11 ,
,y
S
,
S
mem
idtable
z =
S
db

Pclrinvtodo = Nobj  Ninvrel  Pbinvnotcleared
, z ))
Pbinvnotcleared = (x  y ,y z ) + ((1 , x)  ( 11 ,
y

assign , early , invclear = Pfile + 3  Pdb + 4  Pclrinvtodo

The costs for the inverse-clear algorithms are super cially the same as for their inverse-sort counterparts.
The di erence lies in the size of the todo and inverse todo lists. Since some of the todo list entries are
removed when the todo list is cleared, the cleared todo list and cleared inverse todo list are signi cantly
smaller than their non-cleared counterparts.
When the entire database ts in the bu er pool, the sizes of the todo list and the inverse todo list drop
to zero, since all entries will be cleared. At the other extreme, when the bu er pool holds only the id table,
no entries are cleared. In between, the percentage of the database in the bu er pool is used in conjunction
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with the locality to determine how many entries can be cleared. Since each entry will be checked for clearing
shortly after it is created, the probability of clearing the entry is much greater if the object being referenced
(in the case of the todo list) or the object to be updated (in the case of the inverse todo list) is physically
nearby the object that generated the todo or inverse todo entry in the database, and therefore in the bu er
pool at the same time. We model writing each todo list entry out to disk at the same time as the object that
generated that entry is ushed from the bu er pool. Hence, the formulas for clearing the todo and inverse
todo lists are very similar.
We note that only the algorithms that try to update objects in a random order are a ected by the locality
of reference. For this purpose, random means any order that is not the same as the data le order. Thus,
naive, res-clear-invclear and assign-early-invclear are a ected by locality, and by the size of the bu er pool,
while smart-invsort, late-invsort, res-early-invsort, and assign-early-invsort are not.
We also note that the I/O cost of naive is a multiple of the number of objects and the number of inverse
relationships. For all the other algorithms, the cost is linear in the number of objects when the id table ts
in memory. (When the id table does not t, the cost is also a multiple of the number of objects and the
number of relationships.)

4 Data le and system parameters
For most of the analytical and implementation experiments we used 200 byte objects. Each 200 byte object
had 10 slots for relationships, and 10 slots for inverse relationships to it. Additionally, each object had a 40
byte string eld. We varied the number of objects to control the size of the database. The 5 Mb database has
25,000 objects; the 20 Mb database has 100,000 objects. The data le for the 5 Mb database was actually
2.3 Mb. We varied the locality of reference from no locality to having 90% of references stay within the
nearest 10% of the database (hence called 90-10 locality). In the implementation experiments, the locality
was built into the actual references in the data le. In the analytic experiments, it was a parameter.

5 Analytic model results
For the rst set of experiments with the analytic model, we varied the amount of memory available for the
load. In Figures 8 and 9, we show the predicted number of I/Os to load a 5 Mb database with 90-10 locality.
We varied the memory available from 0.5 Mb to 10 Mb. At 10 Mb, the entire database plus all auxiliary
data structures, such as the inverse todo list, t in memory.
Figure 8 illustrates how much worse the naive algorithm performs relative to the others until the entire
database ts in memory; when the bu er pool holds only 10% of the database, naive performs a full order
13
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of magnitude worse. Figure 9 shows the di erences in performance among the remaining algorithms. At
10% of the database, or 0.5 Mb of memory, late-invsort is the best algorithm. Once 20% of the database, or
1 Mb, ts in memory, the clearing algorithms outperform the non-clearing algorithms. This is due to their
writing and reading much smaller versions of the todo list and inverse todo list. When both a todo list and
an inverse todo list are needed, res-clear-invclear is able to perform as well as assign-early-invclear because
the updates dictated by both lists are merged in the same pass over the database. Late-invsort continues to
dominate the non-clearing algorithms. Smart-invsort performs comparably to res-early-invsort. Although
smart-invsort does not create a todo list, it incurs approximately the same number of I/O's because it reads
the data le a second time.
When there is no locality of reference among the objects, late-invsort outperforms over the clearing
algorithms until approximately half the database ts in memory, as shown in Figure 10. The relative
performance of the other algorithms remains the same. However, while the non-clearing algorithms are
una ected by the locality, the clearing algorithms perform signi cantly worse, because fewer of the todo list
and inverse todo list entries update objects that are in the bu er pool when the entry is generated. We do
not show naive's performance in this graph because it is so much worse that the other algorithms appear as
a single line on the graph. Relative to the other algorithms, naive now performs two orders of magnitude
worse! With 1 Mb of available memory, naive requires 427,000 I/O's, while late-invsort performs merely
3,700 and res-clear-invclear only 4,800.
In some cases, such as when an OODB is dumped to a le and then reloaded, it is possible to dump both
halves of an inverse relationship. That is, instead of storing only the fact that A has an inverse relationship
with B in the data le, and letting the load algorithm take care of storing the relationship from B to A,
it is possible to indicate both the relationship from A to B and the relationship from B to A explicitly in
the data le. That way, the load algorithm does not need to perform any inverse updates. Also, in some
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schemas, there are no inverse relationships. We therefore test the algorithms' performance for a data le
containing twice as many relationships, to represent both halves of an inverse relationship but no implicit
inverse relationships, in Figure 11. For all the algorithms, the performance was improved two-to-fourfold.
The assign-early algorithms achieved the best performance possible: since they resolve all surrogates to
OIDs on the rst pass over the database, they did not need an second (update) pass over the database.
Naive and smart-invsort appear as a single line, since they di er only in their handling of inverse updates.
Res-clear-invclear performs slightly better than smart-invsort because the cost of writing and reading the
cleared todo list is less than that of rereading the data le; res-early-invsort performs slightly worse for the
opposite reason.
In the next experiment, shown in Figure 12, we scale the database size from 5 Mb to 1 Gb, while keeping
the bu er pool size equal to 10% of the database. We chose 10% since we do not expect more than that
to be available for loading massive amounts of data. All the other parameters are the same as before. We
verify with this experiment that the relative performance of the algorithms does not change as we scale
the database, and that with a corresponding increase in the bu er pool, the increase in I/O cost for the
algorithms (except naive) is linear.
For the nal experiment, shown in Figure 13, we held the database size constant and varied the object
size from 200 bytes to 8 Kb, the size of a Shore page. To keep the database size constant, we decreased the
number of objects as we increased the objects' size. For this test, we used a 100 Mb database with a 10 Mb
bu er pool. Although the relative performance of the algorithms does not change, as the objects get larger
the individual performance of each algorithm improves. There are two reasons why the corresponding decline
in object size causes the improved performance: First, the id table shrinks and so more of the database ts
in the bu er pool. Second, the absolute number of relationships declines, and so the size of the todo and
inverse todo lists also declines.
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5.1 Discussion
According to the analytic model, the relative ranking of the algorithms is late-invsort, followed closely by
assign-early-invclear and res-clear-invclear, when there is a relatively small bu er pool available, and the
opposite when most of the database ts in the bu er pool. Also, the clearing algorithms perform better
when there is a higher locality of reference. They are then followed by assign-early-invsort and then researly-invsort and smart-invsort, and this ranking is fairly consistent regardless of the locality in the data le
or the number of objects or relationships. Naive, on the other hand, performs very poorly in the presence
of inverse relationships, unless the entire database ts in memory. At that point, it doesn't really matter
which algorithm is used.
The resolve-early and assign-early algorithms have the added bene t that since they only read the data
le once, they can read the data le from a pipe. Therefore, if the program generating the data produces it
in the data le format, the data le need never be physically stored. This can be very important when disk
space is tight, because the data le tends to be the same order of magnitude as the database it describes.
All the algorithms cost signi cantly less when there are no inverse relationships. However, we have already
noted that most commercial OODB systems (Ontos, Objectivity, Versant, ObjectStore) today support inverse
relationships and sometimes it is not feasible to generate both halves of the relationship for the data le. For
example, a dumped relational database would have foreign keys in one relation for one-half of the relationship,
but the other relation would most likely store nothing that references the rst relation. In addition, explicitly
storing twice as many relationships in the data le can substantially increase the size of the data le and
may not be a viable option when disk space is at a premium. Furthermore, when the load utility handles
inverse relationships, it also handles all the referential integrity checks for the inverse relationships. The cost
of doing rst a load, and then referential integrity checks, would be much higher than doing the checks as
part of the load. If the data to be stored contains no relationships at all, this study does not apply.
Although we do not present the results for loads when the id table does not t in the bu er pool, we note
that the I/O cost greatly increases: we do an insert in the id table for each object, and a lookup for each
relationship and inverse relationship. When each of these inserts and lookups causes a I/O for the correct
id table page, the cost skyrockets to the same magnitude as the naive algorithm, for all algorithms. For
example, the predicted cost for late-invsort for a 5 Mb database is only 4,900 I/Os with 0.5 Mb of memory,
which just barely holds the id table, but 524,000 I/Os with 0.1 Mb of memory. All of the algorithms exhibit
similar one-hundred-fold increases in cost. Therefore, we recommend enough memory to store the id table
as the minimum amount of memory that should be made available to the load. This limitation does not
absolutely constrain the amount of data that can be loaded at one time, but rather the number of objects
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that may be loaded: a data le containing 1 Gb of 8 Kb objects builds an id table of only 2 Mb.

6 Implementation
We ran all seven loading algorithms on a Hewlett-Packard 9000/720 with 32 Mbytes of physical memory.
However, we were only able to use about 16 Mb for any test run, due to operating system and daemon
memory requirements. The database was stored under the Shore storage manager [CDF+ 94] on a raw
Seagate ST-12400N disk controlled exclusively by Shore. The data le resided on a separate disk on the
local le system, and thus did not interfere with the database I/O. For these tests, we turned logging o . It
is important to be able to turn o logging when loading a lot of new data [Moh93a]; we found that when
we used full logging, the log outgrew the database. It is unlikely that users have enough disk space to
accomodate such a log.
We used Shore as the underlying persistent object manager, even though Shore is still under development,
for two reasons. First, Shore provides the notion of a \value-added server" (VAS), which allowed us to place
the load utility directly in the server. We feel that this is the best place for a load utility; the clientserver communication overhead is greatly reduced. The implementors of DB2 experienced signi cantly
better performance when the load utility interacted directly with the bu er manager, instead of as a client
[Moh93b]. Additionally, the load algorithms have direct access to the server bu er pools and can determine
what is in the bu er pool at any given time, which was needed by the algorithms that try to clear the todo
list and inverse todo list. The non-clearing algorithms, however, could be implemented at the client level.
Second, Shore provides logical OIDs, which we needed to test the late-invsort and assign-early algorithms,
as well as physical OIDs. Shore uses a logical OID index to maps from logical OIDs to physical OIDs. This
index is stored in the database.
We stored the todo list as a single large object, and the inverse todo list as several large objects, since
they are too large to keep in main memory. The id table is implemented as a open addressing hash table,
hashed on the surrogate. Our code for all the load algorithms combined was about 5000 lines of C++ code,
and took one person only one month to write.

6.1 Experimental Results
We ran experiments to load a database with 5, 20, and 50 Mb of data. All the objects were 200 bytes and
we increased the number of objects to increase the database size. Due to metadata overhead and Shore's
logical OID index, the databases created were actually 7, 27, and 66 Mb. The memory used by each test
re ects the sum of the id table (in transient memory) and the bu er pool, since in the analytic model we
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In all cases, late-invsort is the fastest algorithm. As the bu er pool grows to hold nearly the entire

Figure 17: 5 Mb database: Disk
space used by database and todo
lists.

Disk I/Os

For the rst set of experiments, we created a database with 5 Mb of data, which was actually 7 Mb when
created and hence rst ts in the bu er pool at 7 Mb. In the rst experiment, shown in Figure 14, we loaded
a 5 Mb of data with 90-10 locality. As predicted by the analytic model, the times for the naive algorithm
dominate by an order of magnitude. We therefore present the results again without naive in Figure 15. The
anomalous performance of the assign-early algorithms with a small bu er pool is caused by the logical OID
index. The two-pass and res-early algorithms assign OIDs to objects as the objects are created, and hence
the OIDs are inserted into the logical OID index in clustered order. The assign-early algorithms, in direct
contrast, assign OIDs to objects as the objects' surrogates are encountered. As the objects are created, their
OIDs are entered in the logical OID index in a random order (i.e., not clustered by OID). Since the logical
OID index did not t in the bu er pool, each object creation caused (on average) an extra disk I/O to insert
the OID into the index.

Figure 14: 5 Mb database with
90-10 locality.
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Figure 22: 5 Mb database with
physical OIDs.
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database, we see the most improvement in performance by the algorithms that take advantage of the contents
of the bu er pool, namely, the clearing algorithms, assign-early-invclear and res-clear-invclear. However, the
improvement is not as dramatic as the analytic model predicts, and hence late-invsort is still better. This
di erence is explained by the relative CPU costs of the algorithms, shown in Figure 16. The clearing
algorithms perform signi cantly more work to check the bu er pool for each entry on the todo and inverse
todo list. In addition, while clearing an entry has no associated I/O cost, there is a fair amount of overhead
involved in pinning the corresponding object in the bu er pool and updating it. The clearing algorithms
pin the object for each \free" update. The updates done in the second phase, however, only pin each object
once, no matter how many updates to a given object there are.
Figure 17 shows the amount of disk space needed by each algorithm. The includes the size of the
database, the logical OID index, and the auxiliary data structures (the todo list and inverse todo list) used.
(The auxiliary data is deleted at the end of the load.) Naive uses the least amount of disk because it has
no auxiliary structures. For the 5 Mb database, the logical OID index accounts for approximately 1.5 Mb of
the 7 Mb stored. Like the size of the id table, the size of the logical OID index corresponds to the number
of objects, rather than the absolute size of the database.
In Figure 18 we show the I/O cost of each algorithm; in Figure 19 we repeat the results without the
naive algorithm. Except for the anomalies in the assign-early algorithms with a small bu er pool, due to
the logical OID index, we note that the actual I/O cost of each algorithm is extremely close to the I/O cost
predicted by our analytic model. For example, in Figure 9 we predicted 3597 I/Os for late-revsort with 1
Mb memory. In our experiment, late-revsort took 3667 I/Os, which is less than a 5% deviation.
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Figure 21: 5 Mb database with
no locality, without naive.
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We next experimented with a 5 Mb data le with no locality of reference. As we predicted in the analytic
model, naive becomes an even worse choice, taking 2 hours to complete the load with 1 Mb of memory, and
1 hour with 4 Mb. All the other algorithms, in contrast, take 1 to 2 minutes. The relative performance

Figure 20: 5 Mb database with
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Figure 25: 50 Mb database with
90-10 locality.
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of the algorithms is similar to that with 90-10 locality, but the assign-early algorithms pay an even greater
penalty for inserting into the logical OID index out of order.
We therefore decided to run some experiments to see how the algorithms perform with physical OIDs.
Figure 22 show the results of these experiments. Late-invsort and assign-early depend on logical OIDs and
could not be run; we also omitted naive. Contrary to our expectations, the tests with physical OIDs took
longer to run than their logical OID counterparts. In Shore, logical OIDs are 8 bytes but physical OIDs
are 12 bytes. The size of the objects thus grew from 200 bytes to 280 bytes to store the same information.
The physical OID tests thus incurred many more I/Os to create the database, and since I/O costs dominate
loading, the physical OID tests were slower.
In Figure 23 we show how the size of the database, todo list, and inverse todo list grew; where we needed
16 Mb of disk space for smart-invsort with logical OIDs, we needed 19 Mb with physical OIDs. The actual
database grew from 7 Mb (including the logical OID index) to 7.9 Mb.
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Figure 24: 20 Mb database with
90-10 locality.
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Figures 24 and 25 show the results of loading 20 Mb and 50 Mb of data, respectively, with 90-10 locality
in the data le. We present these graphs primarily to show that the performance of the algorithms scales
as we increase the amount of data to load. Note, however, that because of the 16 Mb physical limitations
on combined bu er pool and heap memory size for the load process, we could test only a small and medium
bu er pool for 20 Mb, and only a small bu er pool for 50 Mb.
Although we do not present the graphs, when we ran experiments with 20 relationships but no inverse
relationships, we found that the analytic model was correct: all the algorithms run much faster. For example,
late-invsort loaded the 5 Mb database with 0.9 Mb of Memory in 38 seconds; naive took 50 and res-earlyinvsort ran in 67 seconds. The fastest time to load the same database with inverse relationships was 105
seconds.

Figure 23: DB size, including
auxiliary structures, with physical OIDs.

DB size (Mb)

6.2 Discussion
The implementation results con rm that the analytic model predicts the actual disk I/Os for each algorithms
accurately. However, because the analytic model does not account for CPU time, and did not take such
factors as the logical id index under consideration, it is only a moderate predictor of actual algorithm
performance.
For example, although the analytic model predicted that assign-early-invclear would sometimes beat
late-invsort, the logical OID index imposed substantial I/O overhead for assign-early and thus it did not
perform well. While the analytic model predicted that res-clear-invclear would beat late-invsort with high
locality and a medium or large bu er pool, the CPU time involved in clearing made up for the savings in
disk I/Os, and late-invsort still proved faster.
Late-invsort is the clear best choice according to the implementation results. Of the other algorithms,
both smart-invsort and res-early-invsort are good choices. Neither is a ected much by the logical OID index,
and neither wastes CPU time trying to clear entries on the todo lists when there are very few objects in the
bu er pool that could be updated. We expect that res-early-invsort will be better when there are relatively
few relationships in the data le, e.g., if much of the le describes images or other bulk data. There is
not much advantage to implementing the more complicated res-clear-invclear. We therefore recommend that
users implement late-invsort if pre-assigning of OIDs is possible, and either smart-invsort or res-early-invsort
if not.

7 Conclusions
A bulk loading utility is critical to users of OODBs with signi cant amounts of data. These users include
those switching from a relational or hierarchical database; those switching OODB products; those who want
to recluster their OODB data for better performance; and scientists running applications that continually
generate vast amounts of new data. However, loading in an OODB may be very slow due to relationships
among the objects; inverse relationships exacerbate the problem. In our performance study we showed that
the best algorithms solve the problems due to relationships by (1) using a sorted inverse todo list to avoid
random reads and updates and (2) using pre-allocation of OIDs to avoid updates in the rst place. Of the
algorithms we explored, we recommend that users implement late-invsort if logical OIDs are available, and
either smart-invsort or res-early-invsort otherwise. We also note that naive's abominable performance is to
be expected if objects are loaded one at a time, e.g., by insert or new statements, since inverse updates
cannot be batched.
Our future work includes running experiments that load 1 Gb of data (when we get a larger disk to
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store the database); looking at techniques to decrease the cost of loading when the id table does not t in
memory; creating techniques to connect newly loaded objects to existing objects in the database; investigating
algorithms for a loading in parallel on one or more servers with multiple database volumes; looking into
reclustering algorithms that dump and then reload objects; and adding smart integrity checking to the load
algorithms. In addition, we plan to integrate the load implementation with the higher levels of Shore and
turn it into a utility to be distributed with a future release of Shore.
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